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Abstract
In offshore engineering, pipelines are often buried in the seabed to avoid the damage caused by ocean waves, currents, fishing
activities, etc. For its reliability, the high-speed water jet has been increasingly used for constructing the pipe trenches. The jetsoil interaction is a highly complicated two-phase problem. A three-dimensional Material Point Method (MPM) model, Anura3D
(www.anura3d.com), is used to simulate the jet trenching processes. In this preliminary study, the effect of the water jet speed on
the trenching process is simulated. The research demonstrates the advantages of the MPM model in handling the free surface and
soil-water interaction problems, and the results are useful for the offshore oil and gas industry. In future research, the different
controlling parameters of the trenching operation, including the jet size, water pressure, translational speed and soil strength, will
be tested to optimize the trenching operation to achieve high efficiency.
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1. Introduction
The erosion of bed soil with traveling high-speed water jets has wide engineering usage. In offshore oil and gas
industry, this technique is often used to construct the trenches on the seabed for burying subsea pipelines. The subsea
pipeline is an important part of the oil and gas exploration. It could convey the oil or gas conveniently from the well
to the storage and onshore factories. More and more pipelines are being laid on the sea bed. For the purpose of
protecting the pipeline from damage of wave impact and fishing trawls, the pipes should be buried beneath the
seabed at 1 m – 3 m depth. Most of those trenches are constructed using the jet trencher, for its reliability [1]. The
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mechanism of jet-soil interaction is very complex, so the jet trench depth prediction remains a challenge in the jet
trencher design.
The modern mesh-free computational techniques offer new opportunities for predicting the dynamic soil-water
interaction problems. In particular, the Material Point Method (MPM) makes use of both discrete Lagrangian
interpolation points and Eulerian mesh in the computation [2]. The motion of Lagrangian interpolation points are
tracked throughout the computation. Its origin is the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method (ALE) [3], the Particle in
cell (PIC) method [4], the Fluid Implicit Particle (FLIP) method [5] and the Finite Element Method (FEM) [6].
MPM has many attractive advantages over traditional numerical methods, and is becoming increasingly popular in
simulating various solid mechanics problems with large deformation. Firstly, it is convenient to use with historydependent constitutive models because state variables, such as strain and stress, are carried by material points, which
enables the spatial and temporal tracking of these history-dependent variables. Secondly, the use of a background
mesh allows for the implementation of boundary conditions in a manner similar to that in FEM, whereas many other
mesh-free methods often find it challenging to incorporate the accurate boundary conditions. Many mesh-free
methods suffer from unphysical particle clumping or even particle penetration when particles are under tensile stress
state, but MPM effectively avoids such tensile instability by retaining the background mesh in the computation [7].
At the beginning of each time step, all the data required for solving the governing equations are mapped from the
particles to the neighbouring grid nodes. Then, the weak form of the governing equations is solved at the grid nodes
and this solution is used to update the material points. In both FLIP and MPM, the governing equations for the fluid
flow are solved on the Eulerian grid and the particle variables are updated in accordance with the grid-based
solutions. A key difference of the two methods is that MPM solves the weak formulation of the governing equations,
so the MPM is presented in the same framework as FEM. In addition, the constitutive equations are invoked at the
material points in MPM whereas in FLIP they are solved at the grid nodes [8].
The current MPM techniques for simulating soil-water interactions generally fall into two categories: one uses a
single set of material points [9-11] and the other uses two sets of material points [12-14]. Bandara & Soga [15] and
Martinelli [16] gave a detailed literature review concerning different numerical techniques and pointed out the merits
and shortcomings of each application. The single particle methods assume similar velocities of the soil skeleton and
pore water. In reality, the pore water moves relative to soil skeleton, thus the true water velocity is different from
water velocity of the soil material point computed from the formulation with only a single set of material points. It is
necessary to consider the motion of the water phase by considering either the true velocity field or relative water
velocity with respect to soil skeleton. The paper demonstrates the application of a dual-particle MPM model to the
impact of high-speed water jets on the soil bed.
2. Dual-particle MPM model
The two sets of material points represent solid skeleton and water, respectively, and they are allowed to occupy
the same location. There are two sets of primary unknowns to be determined. Hence, the behavior of the dry soil,
pure water and saturated soil can be modelled in a unified framework. In this formulation, the momentum
conservative equations are solved to obtain the acceleration of the solid skeleton and the fluid phase separately.
Momentum exchange term (or interaction force) is considered in terms of the drag force. Where water and soil
particles coexist in an element, Terzaghi’s effective stress concept is adopted for the soil skeleton unless the soil
grains are fluidised, in which case the intergranular force becomes zero and the soil particles move under the action
of the submerged weight and drag force only.
In the following, the quantities associated to the solid phase and liquid phase are referred with S and W,
respectively, in the subscripts. The momentum conservation equations are:

(1 - n) r S
nrW

Du S
= Ñ × σ S + (1 - n) r S g + f d
Dt

Du W
= Ñ × σW + nr W g - f d
Dt

(1)

(2)
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where t is time, D/Dt is the material derivative; n is the porosity, ρ is density, u is velocity vector, σ is the Cauchy
stress tensor, g is the gravitational acceleration, and fd accounts for the coupling drag force between water flow and
soil skeleton. It should be noted that the macroscopic partial stresses, indicated by an overbar, are used that are
defined over the specific area of the mixture, but the intrinsic velocities are used in the above governing equations.
The stress of the soil material is linked to the soil constitutive model. The liquid material is assumed to be weakly
compressible, whose mean stress (pressure) is determined by the liquid bulk modulus K and volumetric strain
(density) whereas the deviatoric stress tensor is determined by the fluid viscosity coefficient μ and shear strain rate
tensor.
The drag force is composed of two contributions [17]:
æm
F
f d = n 2 çç + nrW
uW - u S
k
k
è

ö
÷÷(uW - u S ) - pW Ñ n
ø

(3)

The Ergun’s law for the drag force is used, where k is the soil intrinsic permeability given by Bear [18], F is a
coefficient and pW is the intrinsic water pressure (the isotropic part of σW = σW / n).
k=

d 2 n3
A (1 - n) 2

(4)

F=

B
A n3/ 2

(5)

1/ 2

d is the effective grain size, A is set to 150 and B is set to 1.75 [19].
The total stress can also be partitioned into effective stress σS’ and liquid stress, the latter of which can be taken as
the intrinsic partial stress of the liquid constituent:
σ S + σ W = σ S + nσ W = σ S '+ σ W

(6)

Hence, the macroscopic stress on the solid phase is:
σ S = σ S '+ (1 - n )σ W

(7)

Equations (1-2) can then be written into:

(1 - n) r S
nrW

Du S
= Ñ × σ S '+(1 - n)Ñ × σ W + (1 - n) r S g + f d
Dt

DuW
= nÑ × σW + nrW g - f d
Dt

(8)

(9)

The conservation of mass leads to the following equations for the solid and liquid constituents:

Dr S
+ rSÑ × uS = 0
Dt

(10)

DrW
+ rW Ñ × u W = 0
Dt

(11)
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Assuming the intrinsic density of the solid to be constant, the change in the macroscopic density is due to the change
in porosity which can be related to the stress condition of the soil. From these two equations, the density (volumetric
strain) of the liquid can be obtained [16]:

1 DrW 1
= [(1 - n)Ñ × u S + nÑ × uW + Ñn × (uW - u S )]
n
rW Dt

(12)

which can be used to determine the water pressure.
An important judgement in the present formulation is the state of the solid-liquid mixture, which can also be
carried out by monitoring the local porosity of the soil. If the local porosity is low, then the grains are in contact and
the behavior of the mixture can be described by various constitutive models in soil mechanics. Conversely, if the
local porosity is very high, the collection of soil grains becomes loose with no contact force among one another.
Then, the effective stresses are set to zero and the mixture is fluidised. In all the following simulations, the threshold
porosity for judging the state of the soil-water mixture has been taken to be 0.5, as labelled in Table 1 in the next
section.
3. Simulation of the interaction between water jet and soil bed
3.1. Numerical model setup

Fig. 1. Computational domain: (left) side view; (right) top view.

Table 1. Computational parameters.
Computational parameter

Value

Solid grain diameter

0.258 mm

Density of soil grains

2650 kg/m3

Young’s modulus of soil

10000 kPa

Poisson ratio of soil

0.3

Friction angle

30 degree

Dilatancy angle

5 degree

Initial porosity

0.43

Maximum porosity

0.5

Water density

1000 kg/m3

Water bulk modulus

20000 kPa

Water viscosity

0.001 Pa·s
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We apply the dual-particle MPM model to an idealised three-dimensional soil-water interaction problem, which
involves pure water, dry soil and soil-water mixture. Fig. 1 shows the computational domain, where the labelled
lengths are of the units of meters. The soil bed has dimensions of 20 m in length, 20 m in width and 3 m in depth. In
this preliminary study, the cross section of the water jet is taken to be a square with a side length of 2 m. The inlet of
the water jet is 5 m above the soil bed. Water particles are supplied from the inlet with different velocities to study
the sensitivity of the trenching operation to the water jet speed. The values of the key computational parameters are
listed in Table 1. The bulk modulus of water was assigned an unrealistically low value, so that a relatively large time
step could be specified in the simulation. Such a strategy is commonly used in many mesh-free methods. As long as
the modelled water has a sound speed over 10 times larger than the maximum flow velocity, the increased
compressibility of water does not affect the results much [20].
In this preliminary study, only sandy soil is considered and the standard Mohr-Coulomb model is taken as the soil
constitutive model. Around 21,000 tetrahedral elements are used to discretize the domain, with an average side
length of around 1 m. Initially, 20 solid material points are deployed per element in the soil layer. In specifying the
inlet boundary condition, we also assume that on average 20 water particles are needed to fill up an element near the
inlet boundary. The soil and water particles are allowed to co-exist in an element, as is the essence of the dualparticle MPM model.
3.2. Simulation results
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Vertical elevation of the soil particle (m):
Fig. 2. Evolution of the shapes of the soil bed and water jet, with a jet speed of 17 m/s.

The interaction of the high-speed water jet and the soil bed is illustrated by the evolution of the soil and water
shapes in Figs. 2-4. The three different jet speeds were chosen to be within the range of the recent experiment on
subsea jet trenchers [21]. In order to effectively visualise the shape of the scoured pit on the bed, the vertical
elevations of the soil particles are highlighted with different colours. The datum of the vertical elevation is the initial
horizontal bed, so the elevation of the bottom of the soil layer is -3 m. The failure of the soil bed under the impact of
high-speed water jet can be reasonably reproduced by the MPM model. As the jet speed increases, the displacement
of the soil particles also increases. Corresponding to the increased degree of soil deformation, the water jet becomes
increasingly scattered on smashing on the soil bed.

Vertical elevation of the soil particle (m):
Fig. 3. Evolution of the shapes of the soil bed and water jet, with a jet speed of 22 m/s.
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Vertical elevation of the soil particle (m):
Fig. 4. Evolution of the shapes of the soil bed and water jet, with a jet speed of 27 m/s.

The depth of the impact pit in the soil layer, along the centreline of the jet, is used as an indicator of the soil bed
deformation. The interface of water and soil is reconstructed based on the distribution of the discrete solid particles.
Fig. 5 summarises the development of the impact pit’s depth with time. As can be seen, the impact pit deepens with
time almost linearly in the first 1 second. As expected, the impact pit is deeper with the higher speed of the water jet.
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Fig. 5. Development of the scour depth with time.
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4. Conclusions
The general principle of a dual-point MPM model is introduced in this paper. Because the two sets of material
points are allowed to move separately, such a model is suitable for simulating problems involving large relative
velocities between the solid skeleton and water. The dual-point MPM model (Anura3D) has been applied to model
the interaction of a high-speed water jet and a soil bed, and the results are encouraging. The preliminary study
illustrates the capability of the present MPM model, but it does not fully reflect the realistic trenching process of the
water jet. The key factors of the jet trenching operation include the shear strength of soil, water jet velocity, nozzle
diameter and the translational speed of nozzle. We will consider the travelling of the water jet in the horizontal
direction, and will quantitatively compare the simulations with the experimental data in the near future.
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